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Lines or Bands in the Spectrum of the Night Sky. 
(Receired for publicatiotz, October 21, 193J,) 
In rt previous paper ' K. R. Ramanathan descril~d the 
general spectrum of the night sky as observed in Indin and 
pointed out that, besides the green auroral line 5577X originating 
from atomic oxygen, there are many other " lines " or bands 
which have alao to be considered as charncteristic of the spctrum 
of the night sky. As mas first emphasised by Lord Rarleigh 
the spectrum is quite distinct from the spectrum of the p l a r  
aurora. 
During the dry season of the early part of 1933, 
Dr. Ramanathan and the present author obtained strongly 
exposed and bett.er dispersed spectra of the Tight" of the night skp 
which showed many more ' &  lines " than the previous pbote 
graphs. A short note on this has already appeared in Snture.' 
The present paper coutnina a list of thew " lines '' 811d 3 
comparison of 'hem with those obtained by nufay .' and by 
Cnbanne~ and Dufay ' in France and by Slipher "in -1merica. 
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